Biochemical networks display universal structure across projections and levels of
organization
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forming such analysis must also be considered. In particular, many biological systems are hierarchical, with networks
describing interactions across multiple levels. For example, one may study the biochemistry of individual species,
but ultimately the function of an individual in a natural system depends on a complex interplay of interactions among
the many species comprising its host ecosystem. In this
way, biochemistry is hierarchically organized into individuals and ecosystems. Indeed, much discussion about universal properties of life has shifted focus from individuals to
ecosystems as the relevant scale best capturing the regularities of biological organization [2, 3]. It is unclear at present
whether analysis of biochemical networks at the level of
individuals or ecosystems will best uncover their structure
and permit identifying generative mechanisms for biology,
or whether all levels must be considered simultaneously.

Biochemical reactions underlie all living processes. Like
many systems, their web of interactions is difficult to fully
capture and quantify with simple mathematical objects.
Nonetheless, a huge volume of research has suggested many
real-world systems–including biochemical systems–can be
described simply as ‘scale-free’ networks, characterized by
power-law degree distributions. More recently, rigorous statistical analyses upended this view, suggesting truly scalefree networks may be rare. We provide a first application of
these newer methods across two distinct levels of biological
organization: analyzing an ensemble of biochemical reaction
networks generated from 785 ecosystem-level metagenomes
and 1082 individual-level genomes (representing all domains
of life). Our results confirm only a few percent of biochemical networks meet the criteria necessary to be more than
super-weakly scale-free. We perform distinguishability tests
across individual and ecosystem-level biochemical networks
and find there is no sharp transition in the organization of biochemistry across distinct levels of the biological hierarchy–a
result that holds across network projections. This suggests the
existence of common organizing principles operating across
different levels of biology, which can best be elucidated by
analyzing all possible coarse-grained projections of biochemistry in tandem across scales.

Results
Utilizing the framework developed by Broido and Clauset
[1], we perform statistical analysis of an ensemble of
biochemical systems generated from 785 ecosystem-level
metagenomes and 1082 individual-level genomes (representing all three domains of life). We use the full set of biochemical reactions encoded in each (meta)genome to construct eight distinct network representations of each respective biochemical system. This resulted in 8656 network projections for the 1082 individual-level biochemical datasets,
and 6280 network projections for the 785 ecosystem-level
biochemical datasets. We determine whether or not these
datasets are scale-free, and analyze the aspects of them, and
their diverse projections, that tend to lend themselves to be
more or less scale-free.
Our results indicate most biochemistry at the individual and ecosystem-level is characterized by networks that
are ”super-weakly” scale-free (Fig. 1). That is, while the
power-law is better than other models for fitting the shape
of their degree distributions, the power-law is not itself a
good model. When doing a goodness-of-fit test, we find
that the majority of network representations of each ge-

Introduction
Broido and Clauset recently developed a methodology to
compare the degree distributions of network projections of
different complexities, classifying the degree to which they
are scale-free on a scale from ”Not scale-free” all the way to
”strongest” [1]. This provides a framework for statistically
analyzing many projections of a given system to determine
how well scale-free structure describes the real underlying
system when projected onto its different coarse-grained representations.
Herein, we build from the work of Broido and Clauset
with specific application to the problem of characterizing
biochemical systems. A novelty in our approach is recognizing that in order to really understand the structure of
real-world biological systems, the relevant scale(s) for per-
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Figure 1: The vast majority of individual and ecosystem
level networks are not ”scale-free”. Most datasets are super weak, indicating that when compared to other models, a
power-law distribution is a better fit. However, the powerlaw distribution is not a ”good” fit for most dataset network
representations. Overlaid values show the percent of networks of each level which fall into each category (±2SD.).

nomic/metagenomic dataset have p < 0.1, indicating there
is less than a 10% chance that our data is truly power-law
distributed. This effectively rules out the possibility that our
data is drawn from a power-law shaped degree distribution,
despite the fact that, when compared to other distributions
through log-likelihood ratios, 99% of all datasets do not favor alternative heavy tail distributions for the majority of
their network-projections
While other literature [4, 5] has advocated for unipartite networks (with all compounds participating in a reaction connected), we find that these networks overestimate
power-law goodness-of-fit p-values and α values compared
to reaction and bipartite networks.
Furthermore, we demonstrate that using random forest
distinguishability analyses on a combination of all the results of scale-free analyses completed in this work can predict, better than chance, whether the data comes from individuals or ecosystems.
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the particular flows of atoms between compounds would further elucidate regularities of biological structure. But how to
project this structure onto simple mathematical objects that
can be quantifiably characterized and compared remains a
central problem of complex systems science. In physics, the
relevant coarse-graining procedure is well understood, but
we are not so far in complexity science: the first hurdle we
must traverse is to identify the proper coarse-grained network representations for analysis. Existing literature cautions against using unipartite network projections, as it is
argued they can lead to ”wrong” interpretations of system
properties such as degree in biochemical networks [6, 7].
We find instead that whether or not this conclusion should
be drawn is highly dependent on the particular characteristics of degree or the degree distribution under consideration.
The similarities and differences in the structure of different projections provides insight into the actual structure of
the underlying system of interest. In physics we have become accustomed to one unique coarse-grained descriptor
providing insight into the structure of a system. It may be
that to really understand complex interacting systems, such
as the systems of reactions underlying all life on Earth, we
must forget the allure of simple, singular models. Instead,
to characterize the regularities associated with living processes, we should perform statistical analyses over many
(still relatively simple) coarse-grained projections.

